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Army Survival Manual is the finest single source for self-reliance for all extreme circumstances. A

must for anyone who wants to know how to survive in primitive conditions. The book is very

straightforward with many pictures and user-friendly illustrations, written in easy to understand

language. This is just some of the survival information that this book provides: All-climates: arctic,

tropics, temperate forest, savannah or desert. All-terrain survival tactics. The Will to Survive. Identify

poisonous snakes, as well as edible and non-edible plants. Survival Medicine. Wilderness medicine.

Techniques on first aid. Survival in the hottest or coldest of climates. Survival Planning. Make

polluted water potable. How to find water. Ways to trap and collection techniques of water. Covers

navigation and compass use. Find direction using the sun and stars. Weapons and Tools.

Recognizing signs of land when lost at sea. Building life-saving shelters. Traps and snares. How to

prepare wild game to be cooked also preserving food. All types of fire making. Water Crossings.

Find direction using the sun and stars. Physical and mental fitness. Disaster preparedness. Again

this is just some of the survival information is this book!
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First off, there multiple version of this book floating around, and you should be really clear with a

seller which one you are getting.  often posts reviews for books with the same title and author at

different pages for different release years, where there can be changes in releases. This book is no

exception. For example there is a fairly recent printing Army survival book with the same FM

number that was republished by a major bookseller and edited for "civilian use". It is a really nice



version that includes color photos and other changes, but more on that in a minute. The traditional

Army Survival manual available is from the 1970's (not whatever current manual is in use as those

are usually classified) and concentrates on the straightforward survival material you need to know. It

is written in very accessible easy to understand language, and you do not need to be an expert in

order to use this information. The material includes chapters on: Navigation and compass use;

Health & Hygiene in the outdoors to prevent sickness, including first aid; Hazards in the wild to

watch out for;Foods and where to find them including harvesting and identifying native plants and

vegetables; How to fish and tons of unusual different ways to catch them with local materials that

actually work; other food from fresh water sources; Trapping mammals, rodents, reptiles, insects,

catching birds, and more including how to dress and prepare these; Cooking, preserving food in the

wild; methods of fire making including without matches or lighter.One of the most important chapters

tells you how to find the most important element you need to survive. Water from Plants, digging for

water, purifying found water, and building a solar water still.

I have used this book, and earlier versions, for over 45 years. I first used a copy my father got me

(he was in the military) as a Boy Scout. When I attended Outward Bound (back when that was a

"new" thing we used a copy. And then my own 30 year military career primarily in Army Special

Forces. From the SF Q course, and in every other field/combat/survival/leadership course I attended

(or lead) on down the totem pole, FM 21-76 (FM stands for Field Manual) was part of the course

and listed as a reference material in the course. Anyway, an earlier reviewer did not like the book

and complained as an example that it does not tell you which tree to use for the bark to make

cordage...well, ANY survival book and any "survival instructor" with a modicum of compentency will

tell you first and foremost keep your cool, assess your situation, assess all your equipment and

clothing you have available (even the lint in your pockets can be useful), keep your wits and be

optomistic, and use your common sense. In that light, no book can save you in a dire situation

without you using your own common sense. However, this book, with common sense will make your

survival possible and likely. Because of weather, varmits, and predators, there are no

guarantees...no book can do that. But this book will help you increase your odds for survival and live

to tell the tale as a "war story". The earlier reviewer complained that the book does not tell you

specifically which tree to use the bark of for cordage. COMMON SENSE says the trees available in

the interior of Alaska differ from the ones you find in a Peruvian jungle or in equitorial Africa. But the

idea of using the inside of the bark, stripping it out, and then applying common sense to TIE THE

STRIPS TOGETHER is true.
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